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Meso-carnivore Monitoring Workshop 

April 5-6, 2017  

Red Lion Hotel, Kalispell, MT 

WORKSHOP NOTES 

 

 

Day 1: Wednesday, April 5  
 

9:00-9:15 Welcome and objectives of workshop (Anne Carlson, The Wilderness Society) 

Workshop Objectives 

 Updates on where, how, and why meso-carnivore monitoring is currently occurring in 

Idaho, Montana, and the Rockies  

 Share innovations, lessons learned, and challenges around meso-carnivore monitoring  

 Discuss how meso-carnivore monitoring information is being applied to, and could better 

support, land management and planning efforts 

 Identify strategies for moving monitoring forward in a more coordinated, cohesive way 

across agencies and geographic areas 

 

MAJOR POINTS: 

 Inclusivity: Invited all agencies, tribes, NGOs, field techs, and biologists from around 

region. 

 Conducted survey ahead of time to gauge level of interest, topics of interest, potential 

dates and locations. 

 One topic that floated to top was a discussion of how data are applied to and can better 

support land management activity. 

 

9:15-9:45 Overview of two previous workshops 

How this regional workshop has evolved over time (Scott Tomson, Wildlife Biologist, Lolo 

National Forest) 

 First workshop in Seeley Lake in January 2014: idea was to find ways to coordinate 

effort and funding, align monitoring objectives with methods (USFS centric). We tried to 

determine focal species, identify priority geographic areas, and develop working groups.   

 Second workshop in Missoula in December 2015: We attempted to find balance between 

strategic conversations of methods and the bigger picture conservation of these species. 

More MTFWP, RMRS Lab, and USFS presence- different agency objectives but shared 

goals. Discussed IGBC as a model for a potential fisher/lynx/wolverine interagency 

group. Discussed developing a broader monitoring plan.  

 Ongoing objective across all workshops is to share information and bring people together 

that are working with these species. 
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Share map and table of monitoring projects in Rockies, and Follow-up on Action Items from last 

year (Cory Davis, University of Montana) 

 Map of meso-carnivore monitoring efforts in region. Lots of good work going on. Is there 

an opportunity to coordinate better and tell a bigger story?   

 Map and Table available on Southwestern Crown Collaborative webpage 

(https://www.swcrown.org/resources/#workshop-materials). If you would like to have 

your project added or provide an update on your project, contact Cory 

(cory.davis@umontana.edu).   

 

Update on Action Items: 

1. Launch a Concept Committee to begin organizing a Coordinating Committee for Lynx, 

Wolverine, and Fisher Monitoring. UPDATE: The Coordinating Committee has not been 

formed at this time. RMRS and R1 of the FS hired Jessie Golding! They also developed a 

10-year plan with priorities for these species.  

2. Increase engagement in the multi-state wolverine project. UPDATE: Bob Inman will 

discuss. 

3. Design an effective multi-species bait station monitoring protocol. UPDATE: No formal 

progress, though Jessie Golding will discuss this some later today. 

4. Provide management questions for future discussions. UPDATE: Stay tuned for 

tomorrow’s discussion. 

5. To advance photo-sharing in the Rocky Mountains, pool information and ideas via a 

shared format. UPDATE: No formal progress. Hebblewhite and Steenweg (UM) are 

using a camera trapping network in southern BC/AB and may be interested in expanding. 

Developing a citizen science framework may be part of this. 

6. Help compile information on lynx, wolverine, and fisher monitoring projects in the 

Rocky Mountains. UPDATE: Mission accomplished! Additional projects can be added. 

7. Work to increase the participation of key missing players. UPDATE: We did our best. 

8. Host an annual lynx, wolverine, and fisher monitoring workshop. UPDATE: Mission 

accomplished! 

9. Attend the 2016 Wildlife Society, Montana Chapter meeting in Missoula. UPDATE: 

Mission accomplished! 

 

 

9:45-11:50 Updates and lessons learned from ongoing and new survey and monitoring 

efforts (Facilitator: Kylie Paul, Wildlife Biologist) 

 

Multi-state wolverine project (Bob Inman, Wildlife Biologist, MT Fish, Wildlife & Parks) 

MAJOR POINTS 

 Focus of project: connecting, restoring, and monitoring populations at western US scale. 

Determine where wolverines are and where they are not. Immediate uses include finding 

gaps with suitable habitat to repopulate those areas. It was set up to be a monitoring 

https://www.swcrown.org/resources/#workshop-materials
mailto:cory.davis@umontana.edu
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program that can be repeated in five years to determine baseline facts like are they 

increasing, decreasing, etc.? Can start identifying variables and factors that contribute to 

decline, etc.  

 Hope to identify metapopulation monitoring priorities 

 State, federal, NGO partners all important. State funding was key, as was NFWF and 

WCS funding. Many folks at conference played a role in supplying data and 

collaborating. Contributions are greatly appreciated.  

 PhD student at MSU working on connectivity priorities- goal to hand land trusts a map of 

areas to target for conservation easements 

 Financial and logistical difficulty with monitoring every year, once every three to five 

years, if sustained could be monitoring program.  

 Monitoring Objectives:  

o Scale w/ standard methods 

o Baseline distribution  

o Inform conservation actions  

 Methods: Funding to survey 180 cells out of 225 km
2
 cells. Started with a couple models 

of wolverine habitat to determine where to go. Cell size determined by approximate size 

of wolverine home range. Had opportunities to leverage volunteers. Used a “basic” 

method of hanging bait, with gun brushes and cameras. Ran stations through March 31st. 

Data coming in through mid-June. Two different types of sites: accessible and 

inaccessible (use scent pumps and retrieve in spring), depending on logistics required. 

Volunteers signed up to do a lot, but not certain as to how many followed through.  

 Results: Found good coverage in Washington, Idaho, Wyoming, and widespread 

coverage in MT, including Belt Mtns. Unexpected good news in WA, wolverine 

detections south of I-90. Info still coming in from Wyoming. No hits in Tetons. Enough 

hits for statistic models. Lots of activity detected in Swan Valley in volunteer cells. Many 

different unique images, multiple wolverines, lynx, etc. Also captured videos. In process 

of cataloguing photos. Using CO Parks and Wildlife software. Full results forthcoming 

this fall. Data still coming in during summer. Paul Lukacs at UM will be doing statistical 

analysis of data. Expect results by early next year. Need additional funds for full genetics 

connectivity analysis. 

 Products: Will use genetics to look at connectivity and occupancy. Looking into gaps and 

potential restoration areas. 

 

Meso-carnivore monitoring in the Selkirk Mountains of Northern Idaho (Katherine Sarensen, 

Wildlife Biologist, US Fish and Wildlife Service, Northern Idaho) 

MAJOR POINTS 

 Canada Lynx and Fishers going through status assessment.  

 Selkirks are area of active study to understand these species. 

 Study goal was to identify distribution and abundance in US portion of Selkirk 

Mountains and collect observations of wolverines. 

 Use of data: collecting baseline data, status of lynx (reproduction and residency), fisher 

presence and identify focal areas.  
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 Methods: Squires snow track protocols, 8x8 km grid cells (34 cells determined from 

already documented areas). Bait stations. Priority cells based on previous data and habitat 

suitability. Roving field staff. Currently wrapping up the survey, so no prelim results. 

 Lessons learned: Start-up of project was a huge time commitment. Cameras and 

snowmobile maintenance and advance repair were important things to anticipate. End of 

season concessions - poor conditions, mudslides, funding starting to run low. Equipment 

borrowed from multiple partners, so there were administrative restrictions on where 

equipment could be used. Coordinating across different areas was difficult.  

 Snowmobiles: challenges with different agencies made hodge podge of sleds. Had to 

learn how to overcome those different challenges on the fly. Snowmobiles were 53% of 

budget. Needed to develop relationships with quality repair shops, and get damaged sleds 

in early. 

 Logistics across large landscapes: diverse land, state, federal. Identifying closures across 

different areas hard to coordinate. Each admin unit has its own habitat mapping protocol. 

Partnerships were crucial to getting the work done, along with additional support. Sharing 

lessons learned amongst group important.  

 Moving forward: Not likely to repeat in coming year, but possibly revisit the following 

season. Need to assess results (end of summer) and see how that guides next steps.   

 USFWS next step for involvement? If there are no fisher, that would support previous 

study. If there are fisher, need to monitor.  

 USFWS would like to develop a strategic habitat plan and provide more support. Could 

be through funding, coordination. Instead of doing projects in isolation, should pool 

resources together. Idea is that each state will have a strategic conservation plan. Oregon, 

Idaho have them. If momentum continues, should expand to all states.  

Citizen Science Monitoring & Methodologies on the Bitterroot National Forest (Kylie Paul, 

Wildlife Biologist) 

MAJOR POINTS: 

 Citizen science projects need a purpose. Ours was to provide data collection on 

wolverines, lynx, and fishers as they generally lack sufficient data. 

 Now have three years of data from citizen science. 

 Defenders of Wildlife could not do research/monitoring on own, and came to citizen 

science as an opportunity to engage with public.  

 Other groups have identified the Bitterroot as a priority landscape for these species; it’s a 

major wolverine connectivity corridor, has potential lynx and has fishers. Some of the 

data was outdated, though. 

 Goals: Public outreach, establish relationship with the FS, demonstrate the utility of 

leveraging multi species monitoring, collect data on species presence.  

 Motivation/inspiration that this type of project can work - Friends of Scotchman Peaks.  

 Citizen science can have poor reputation around data quality, but not necessarily true. 

Having clear protocol was very important. They followed what BNF was already doing. 

This protocol did not include snow tracking, although it can be done. 1 camera at baited 

station, scent lure, gun brushes.  
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 Called on partners to pull people in to learn more and get engaged. Partnership network 

leveraged 150 at first meeting. Proximity to Missoula was also key for recruiting and 

sustaining volunteers. There are experienced people and very inexperienced people. 

Trained station leaders moved along teams as a group.  

 Stations set up in Dec/January. Site selection was very important. Teams went out every 

three to four weeks. Stations taken down in March/April. 

 Capacity: Takes a lot of time. Need champions of this type of effort. Salaries were 

already covered, which was good. Citizen Scientists are FREE! – huge savings of time. 

Citizen scientists all paid for their own travel. Time to set up, etc. was necessary to be 

prepped for season. Management time and effort tapers off during January - March. 

Needed a location to store bait. 

 Big reliance on Cost Share Agreement with Bitterroot National Forest. They pointed 

team to good habitat areas and areas to work. Modeled habitat, good access was one 

filter.  

 Sites ranged from 4,000 - 7,000 feet. Targeted fisher/wolverine habitat. Either/or 

locations, targeting both.  

 Data Management: UM Climate change studies intern did data entry, ID species in 

photos, etc. Still needs someone to be an expert to filter through, assess quality, etc. 

project leader plays that role.  

 Results: 4 wolverines sighted in 2015, 8 in 2016. No fishers, no lynx. Sent in hair 

samples, etc. Photos and genetics don’t always work perfectly together. Between FS and 

citizen scientists, they have come up with 6 individuals using a combination of cameras 

and genetics. Forest Service have found fishers in Idaho side of BNF.  

 Output: Important to have a clear plan for output. A lot of ancillary data/photos. Data 

sharing with the BNF, 4 multi-state stations, genetics lab is working on specific results.  

 Outreach component: Blogs, videos, articles in paper. 

 Lessons learned: Citizen science is difficult. Can be a lot of hand holding. Cameras can 

be hard for people to work properly. Important to have both genetics AND photo 

evidence. Considering access is really important. People love meso-carnivores, especially 

wolverines, especially photos. Important to build teamwork. NGO’s are great because 

they can absorb some of the liability. 

 How was avalanche risk addressed? Selected against potentially dangerous areas and did 

not send people into those areas.  

 How do you minimize volunteer errors in data? Volunteers are not making judgements on 

data, only collecting genetics and photos. The errors that can happen boil down to set-up 

issues that create issues for data collection, not the process itself.  

 A lot of potential for keeping this going. Seeing any wildlife kept people engaged. It’s 

important to keep that enthusiasm and momentum. Sharing photos with participants is 

helpful. Cannot share genetics results until available later. Could improve on 
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communicating results back to volunteers. There’s been more attention toward wolverine 

work. Fisher/lynx receive less attention and could be emphasized more in outreach. 

Monitoring Café:   

Adam Lieberg, Luke Lamar, Swan Valley Connections (Southwest Crown Collaborative) 

 From 2012-2017, surveying in Swan, Seeley and Lincoln districts 

 Started off with corrugated fisher box, now working with deer quarter on a tree.  

 Experienced local field crews have really helped.  

 Combination of multiple methods (tracks and bait stations) has increased ability to make 

more detections. 

 No fishers detected throughout years of survey.  

 Wolverine detection is up to 32 from 2016-2017. 16 males, 16 females. Big reliance on 

bait stations. 

 Canada Lynx, 41 individuals. Big reliance on track surveys.  

 Things that aren’t working – snowmobile issues. Year round capacity. Lag time with 

results, etc. balancing with other job tasks.  

 Found lowest wolverine at 3,700 feet. Multiple bait stations with multiple individuals.  

 SW Crown area is unique because they have so many lynx. 

 2017 season, surveyed 10 cells for the multi-state effort and got wolverine in all 10. Also 

a hotspot for wolverines. If other research were proposed could be a good spot to put out 

collars. We have tinkered with some methods, like using video with cameras. Also 

partnered with TNC and BLM to expand effort into their adjacent lands.  

 

Kalon Baughn  

 Alternative station approach more heavily weighted on photo identification. Can allow 

for identification of individuals through distinct markings, lactation. Use frames, 

cameras, gun brushes. Can get shots of sex, gular patches, and reproductive status. 

Unsure how successful the frames are for lynx. They were coming into stations but not 

usually mounting frames like wolverine did.  

 Experimental approach to recording wolverine kits during the summer. They come back 

to use them in the summer. Males/females are coming back to these areas, in some cases 

with kits. Cubby design, upscaled Schwartz box, put where wolverine are already 

coming. Got genetics from adults, have not got kit genetics from it yet. 

 Bears can be an issue in summer. Using only a soup bone was advantageous because it 

was not as smelly.  

 To compare cameras go to www.trailcampro.com. Consumer cameras are between $150-

$200 and are performing at a high level. Reconyx takes photos in temps up to 40 below. 

Browning or Bushnell offer good options besides the more expensive Reconyx. 

Improving quickly. Camera with quick trigger speed is important, especially for fishers.  

 

http://www.trailcampro.com/
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Jessica Curry, Flathead National Forest 

 Multi species bait stations from 2012-2017 on Flathead NF. 

 Share similar issues. Similar to what the SWCC efforts have done. Covering broad area 

of the Forest. Got up 19 bait stations in 2017. Captured lynx photos, but did not always 

catch genetics. Have not found fishers.  

 

 

12:45-2:00 Regional effort to create a multi-species monitoring protocol (Jessie Golding, 

USFS Rocky Mountain Research Station, Missoula)  

MAJOR POINTS: 

 Goal is to use modern Bayesian statistics to model species occupancy and abundance.  

 Use stats to explore existing data.  

 Process started with structured interviews to reach out to internal and external partners. 

Understand a general idea about what people wanted to know about meso-carnivores. 

Started with structural interviews of managers and biologists 

 No region wide framework for monitoring 

 Species of interest: All agreed: lynx, wolverine, fisher. Marten (two different species) and 

Montane red fox were mentioned as other possible meso-carnivores of interest  

 Many efforts underway- however not all were designed to be repeated, some very 

expensive  

 Overall goal of a large-scale monitoring program for meso-carnivores: ensure the 

persistence of native meso-carnivores in Northern Rockies 

 

Four basic potential approaches 

 Status or Trend  

 Threshold (trigger management, does not address local action) 

 Effectiveness (small scale management action)  

 Adaptive Management (very close monitoring required, tied to management action) 

o All options range from general (status and trend) to specific (adaptive 

management) 

o Timescales of these approaches range from long-term (status and trend) to fine 

scale (adaptive management) 

Proposing an Adaptive Monitoring approach  

 Combine trend and adaptive management  

 Targeted questions that change over time 

 Not necessarily tied to management activity  

 Using aggregated data from targeted questions over time can look at trend 

 Targeted, large scale picture of what’s happening  

Monitoring Question under the Adaptive Monitoring Approach 

 Is a species present? (Occupancy, closely tied to abundance)  

 Are multiple individuals present (including females) – intermediary questions- population 

potential  
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 How many individuals? – trend over time.  

 

Questions can be answered during same effort  

 Approach uses modern statistical tools - Bayesian Methods 

o Get more from your information  

o Build off prior info  

 Bayesian methods provide a distribution that indicates level of support for estimated 

values  

 Multispecies efficiency- reduce uncertainty -save money  

o Community shares mean probability of detection  

 Methods allow you to quantify uncertainty due to things like low detection probability  

 If we don’t coordinate questions and methods we can’t determine occupancy/ detection 

probability at regional level  

 Therefore approach is most effective if it is multi species/ multi scale and collaborative  

 

Working on document outlining suggested protocol (in internal review):  

 Proposed timeline: Phase 1 for primary species and broad questions (2017-2020) 

 Phase 2 primary and secondary species (2021-2025) 

 

Monitoring benefits:  

 Change in populations, understand distribution and inform listing decisions.  

 Good timing to work on incorporating Bayesian statistics into this work.  

 Successful examples with other species? It’s worked well with birds.  

 

Can you provide thumbnail sketch of how this could be developed or what does the beginning 

look like? Start with what species you want to know, what questions you want to answer, where 

do we need to ask these questions?  Once you know those general questions, you can move 

toward designing a process. When you go to too small of a scale, it may be too small to say 

something about the species.  

 

Different methods (cameras, snow tracking and bait stations) can be used to obtain data for these 

questions in different ways. You can combine information from multiple methods in a Bayesian 

framework.  
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2:15-3:45 Breakout Groups (Facilitators: Jessie Golding and Ray Vinkey, Wildlife 

Biologist, Kootenai National Forest) 

What should the future of monitoring look like across agencies, jurisdictions, and 

geographic areas in the Northern Rockies?  

 Step through following questions:  

 Identify priority meso-carnivore species  

 Identify questions (including where those questions need to be asked) 

for a large-scale monitoring program  

 Identify the change that people are interested in detecting for the 

species/ questions 

 Discuss roles/responsibilities to help define how we can move 

forward with a larger effort  

 Discuss how smaller targeted efforts can fit into this larger picture as 

well  

3:45-4:45 Summarize group discussions 

Group 5 

 Species: Varies according to organization – depends who you’re working for.  

 Focus on T and E is important across groups  

 Had a big discussion on what occupancy or monitoring for presence even means, what is 

a “detection”  

 Consensus about the right species: Wolverine, fisher and lynx all are appropriate species 

to focus on. What about martens?  

 Questions: Presence/absence or ecosystem management? Lack of discussion about 

habitat that is not core, but important for connectivity. To what extent does single species 

management drive management? Where to put limited money? Lack of attention on areas 

that may not be core habitat, but are important corridors 

 No habitat basis or management recommendations. To what degree should single species 

dictate management?  

 Roles and responsibilities: NGO’s can play a role in citizen science, depending on 

conservation status of species.  

 Range expansion or contraction is a really important piece to understand, which ties back 

to land mgmt.  

 Recognizing that no action is still action.  

 There is a big role for targeted efforts to answer some of the questions that bigger 

framework cannot answer.  

 

Group 4 

 Species: The whole group agreed that lynx, wolverine and fisher were an important focus 

group to focus on. Martens are an important species to keep an eye on, especially where 

fisher are not present, and could be affected by climate change.  

 What about biodiversity approach? Cost collecting analyzing storing DNA. Fox 

interesting, but our current sample methods not great, could pick up species like this with 

tracking.  
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 How can we make this more affordable?  

 Is there a set of minimum standards for different protocol? Still a lot of differences 

among protocols. Is there a different detection rate that goes on with different protocols 

and methodologies? Methodologies will vary region to region, different grid sizes. What 

should be standardized, what cannot be standardized?  

 Questions: What changes to detect: trend, occupancy. Are populations cyclic?  

 Possibility of getting environmental DNA (eDNA) from snow – likely down the road?  

 Roles: Talking about costs, sending genetics to Canada lab creates a non-federal match 

for the ID Fish and Game 

 

Group 3  

 Species: agreed that primary species are lynx, wolverine, and fisher.  

 Bobcat should be added (because of interaction with lynx) with red fox and marten for 

secondary species. Species could be added on local specific basis if needed.  

 Questions: Is distribution changing? Can we get at linkage zones through this 

monitoring? Tracking abundance, genetic trends, like genetic flow and 

population/subpopulation sizes.  

 Roles: Umbrella group to help organize this similar to old forest carnivore group. Taking 

Jessie’s 3 basic questions but take out forest boundaries and think large landscape design. 

For each landscape have design workshop and ask those partners what they need to 

know. Draw on maps what questions are in different areas. Then Jessie can take that and 

link who wants to know what where, and then broaden. Maybe then involve CAN. NGOs 

could coordinate workshops and working group.  

 Emphasis for a need for consistent methodology applied to all of these areas.  

 

Group 2 

 Species: Lynx, wolverine and fisher are no brainers. Group agreed that marten and 

montane fox that it’s important to pay attention, but we don’t use the same type of 

methodology. Could be done opportunistically. Can have indices for these species, but 

not the same level of detail for primary species.  

 Questions: Looking for presence, abundance and eventually trend. Doing it “one and 

done” is not monitoring. It’s important to have a plan that is repeated.  

 Group talked about connectivity. Consensus was that you can get at it indirectly if you 

understand distribution over time. Using genetic information, you can find out what kind 

of exchange is happening. Might better be addressed through collars. 

 Roles and responsibilities: Example of Landbird monitoring program. It ignores 

ownership. Important to have protocols that work across boundaries. Partnership and 

coordination would be key.  

 Talked about universities and how to include students in this. May be untapped resources 

there. How do we continue to have young professionals coming through? Important to 

teach why tracking, monitoring is important. May not be able to fund it year after year.  

 FS has most of the ownership, can/should they take the lead. Other entities have 

involvement too, hopefully we can identify objectives and come up with plan that meets 

most objectives, everyone is invested and can get something out of a group approach.  
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 Various ways to participate. Developing MOUs or cost share agreements. How do you 

build capacity by giving opportunity to different organizations? 

 

Group 1 

 Species: Lynx, fisher, wolverine are primary focal species. Marten are in the mix and 

important to pay attention to.  

 Questions: Why do we need the monitoring? What could we do differently if we had the 

magic wand of having all the monitoring?  

 What kind of information would we need to make decisions? What would move us 

toward listing? What would move us toward less restrictive take? What are the triggers?  

 Craig gave examples from CA fisher. 10 years monitoring can barely get trend, can’t 

really influence management. 

 For a recovery effort, what’s our goal? Using a grizzly bear framework, could we focus 

on specific recovery areas with specific goals?  

 Targets could be tied to number of females, number of cells that are occupied.  

 If distribution is changing, what is that telling us? Monitoring can trigger further 

research. 

 “The reality is that monitoring might not show change”. Is it still valuable? If you’re not 

looking for it, you’re not going to detect it either.  

 At what point would you back off? If you see steep increase in abundance, would you 

stop tracking eventually? When would you reinitiate harvest on some species?  

 Lynx recovery plan- coming in 2019, develop conservation goals before listing 

 “We don’t have plans for species until they’re listed, and that seems like a problem to 

me”. There’s a need for proactive management plans.  

Group discussion after report outs  

 Can we monitor habitat instead of animals? Targeted fine scale habitat use knowledge 

needed first. Use that information in context. Squires uses hares to monitor habitat. 

Models are used to look at habitat. Have all the trapper harvest data sitting around.  

 Capacity: coming up with reasonable capacities of species in mgmt units and monitor to 

see where we are. Focus on reproductive females. Would be helpful to habitat managers 

to make decisions.  

 If we are monitoring habitat and the link between species and habitat not well understood 

(as is the case for most of these rare mesocarnivores) we are likely to miss a species 

signal in the habitat monitoring, especially on a broad scale.  

 We will produce report with notes, presentations. Perhaps something focused and brief 

with things we agree on that are important. Could be helpful to continue to support 

funding and bring people together. Also, many people could not come to this meeting, 

would be good to pass on to them. The map of studies could also be beneficial to pass 

onto line officers. Summary of a larger report maybe. 
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Day 2: Thursday, April 6 

 

8:45-10:30 Perspectives on monitoring: How are monitoring data being used currently? 

How could monitoring datasets be more useful to managers? What are the 

remaining knowledge gaps for these species? Priorities going forward.  

Megan Kosterman, Wildlife Biologist, US Fish and Wildlife Service 

 

 Species Status Assessment (SSA) determines future viability of species. Data informs 

SSA framework, which informs all management decisions. Valuable because living 

document that can adapt. SSA is a new framework. 

 Meso-carnivore data currently used as baseline data on distribution, abundance, and 

viability.  

 Consistent monitoring is useful. Can get trend.  

 Knowledge gaps – effect of climate change: magnitude and time frame. We know threats 

to species, but not at individual or regional level. Need understanding of how effect 

connectivity. 

 Species status in ESA process: fisher petition in 2013, review due in Sept 17. Wolverine 

proposed as threatened, withdrawn due to lack of understanding, decision remanded back, 

currently SSA is being initiated. Lynx threatened, required to have recovery plan by Jan 

18, Critical Habitat under review.  

 Questions: is there conservation strategy to try and prevent wolverine listing? Betty 

Grizzle is working on the wolverine SSA. 

 How can a group like this help identify questions, formalize an interface with USFWS to 

help make SSA more valuable? There is public input involved, contact Brian to discuss 

that more. Jim Boyd is lead on fisher SSA, based in Helena, Jim Zelnak is doing lynx. 

 How can SSA approach change how USFWS thinks about uncertainty? Lynx SSA is up 

front about acknowledging the uncertainty.  

 When you get BA from USFS what is helpful to you? Want to know about any 

monitoring data available, request the reports, use this info to see where lynx were 

documented in or near project area. Like to see recent surveys, would surveys be 

appropriate again in near future if not.  

 Would you like to receive reports from anybody’s surveys? Yes, please.  

 

Mark Ruby, Wildlife Biologist, US Forest Service 

 

 Context matters, and landscape that we work in matters. NW Crown of the Continent. We 

use same protocol as SW Crown.  

 Objectives: many different. Forest plans guide rules or laws as to how manage land. May 

manage for recreation, or timber, or all. Often need to balance objectives. For example, if 

looking at multi-story forest, fire folks see it as fire risk, wildlife biologists see it as lynx 
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habitat. How do we manage it? If near homes, or only patch like it nearby may change 

what we do with it. Have to be able to communicate and work with people from fire, rec, 

fisheries.  

 NEPA analyses look at effects of an action. I use lots of different datasets. We have lots 

of habitat data at different levels. Easy to look at habitat data. Have to be able to maintain 

viability of species. Use indicator species.  

 We use the carnivore data to show that we have found species across the forest. Can 

show hotspots for species, can help target what areas we should focus our management 

on wildlife instead of fire/timber. Can find areas where species are absent.  

 Forest plan revision asks what kind of monitoring required. We are only required to 

monitor habitat, not populations. We chose to ask number and distribution of carnivore 

species.   

 LAU, proxy for lynx home range. Need to know acres of lynx habitat treated. Want to 

know how much habitat can be affected and not change pop viability.  

 

Michael Lucid, Wildlife Biologist, Idaho Fish and Game 

 

 How do we use carnivore data: Mostly wildlife and information tech people using and 

working on data. Population section uses data from harvest standpoint. Nongame folks do 

from non-harvest species perspective. Also have research and environmental science 

departments. Helps involve state wildlife action plans (SWAPs). Describes how we 

prioritize work.  

 We have inventory not monitoring data. Working on species status assessments. These 

drive actions for each species. We have fisher and wolverine listed in SWAPs. We have a 

wolverine conservation and management plan. Every 2 years re-set harvest seasons for 

trapping. We comment during USFWS comment periods. These are used to develop 

official IDFG positions.  

 If someone wants to develop something ask IDFG for comments. Can use data to back-up 

our position.  

 How can data be more useful? In one place and accessible. We have our own program in 

Idaho for data management. Lots of big data issues, we need a Facebook of big data.  

 Priorities: need a useable product from monitoring. Protocol shouldn’t be snow 

dependent since we may not always have snow forever. 

 

Bob Inman, Wildlife Biologist, Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks 

 

 Vision and guide document has insight into where FWP comes from and plans to go. 10-

year vision document. Core of mission to keep wildness and outdoors available and high 

quality for future. Values: serve public, honor tradition, etc.  
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 How data used: We do a lot of monitoring with deer and elk, have been for long time, 

also wolves, grizzlies, lions. Need to ensure distributions are stable, that harvest takes are 

sustainable.  

 FWP mandated to conserve all species populations. Money is not always there. Priorities 

are game animals, predators. Meso-carnivores are not high on priority, have not 

traditionally put lots of funding to them. Desire there, just not funding.  

 Need to work collaboratively to accomplish meso-carnivore work.  

 

Rebecca Watters – Executive Director, Wolverine Foundation 

 

 Founded in 1996 when little was known about wolverines, need to learn more. Helped 

fund projects to answer basic questions. Not advocacy organization, worldwide assistance 

for science. Don’t take positions on listing or trapping. 

 How use data: We do not have monitoring data yet, it’s inventory. We would like to 

move in that direction though. We can help with fundraising.  

 

FULL DISCUSSION – MAJOR POINTS 

 

 MTFWP – we get requests for info all the time. Any info can help. Never know what we 

will need to know in the future. Harvest data available. Important to share data with 

others. Even if interim data, often takes years to publish. We share collar data with 

Canada, need trust and responsibility to share data. Need to develop trust among agencies 

to share what little we have. 

 Sharing: there are some online data sharing options. To share genetic data, Dryad. Open 

format online. DataBasin is another option used by GNLCC and other forums to share 

data. Sharing of raw data can lead to misinterpretation. Good to have caveats outlined, 

have data first interpreted before sharing. But that is where responsibility comes in, need 

to talk about it before using others data and discuss it.  

 NGO roles: use the data in comments on forest plans, work with rural communities to 

develop stewardship acts and use the data to inform these. Huge focus on collaboration 

throughout all this work. Can help with grant writing or putting on meetings. How can 

NGOs better serve in aspects that are difficult for agencies? NGOs can help support 

agency vision and work. Help with fundraising? NGOs would like to have more 

participation in management of these species, including involvement in things like citizen 

science. Consider NGOs as partners for more than funding.  

 How can better habitat maps for these species help with management? For example, a lot 

of confusion about where fisher used to be in MT. It cannot be determined at this point. 

Where should we manage for fisher then? We need habitat potential map. Don’t want to 

waste time and money trying to grow fisher where they cannot persist. Appropriate 

habitat models important to decide where to try to manage for species. Have some 

models but want to formulate research to better inform that.  
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 There is some danger in how easy it is to crank out habitat model maps. Harder to get 

accurate map. Maps need to be tested for accuracy, but that does not always happen. 

Modeled habitat is assumed as occupied, need inventory work to know. Inventory 

backbone of conservation. More resources should be funneled from modeling to 

inventory.  

 Once make map you get locked into it. Created in a crisis and know it’s insufficient but 

then get held to it. Need models to look at broad scale, never will be perfect. 

Collaboration needed to evolve the maps. Not perfect docs, maps always changing.  

 First step for conservation is broad model, then do inventory work, then try to get trend.  

 Creating better models through research is important. Forest carnivores don’t get much 

funding. Bringing more public interest will bring more money.  

 Blue ribbon panel trying to get more money into nongame type work.  

 Other critical piece, we spend so much time over litigation. We should be proactive 

before species get listed. There are funds that could go to monitoring that get squandered 

in courts and don’t actually help the critters. How can we shift the paradigm of the way 

we do things?  

 The reason we end up in courts – the parties suing don’t feel they have enough influence. 

How can we make parties feel that agencies more responsive to concerns? 

 Not everyone will come to the table. We have tried to reach out to all potential litigants in 

a wide variety of ways. Should try to earn support from these groups for specific projects.  

 

 

10:45 Group discussion: Take results from Day 1 and determine which methods 

are best for each monitoring question or objective and geographic area 

(Facilitator: Carly Lewis, Wildlife Biologist, Lolo National Forest) 

 When are single species efforts appropriate or necessary? 

 Which field methods (cameras, bait stations, track surveys, genetics) are 

most appropriate for different monitoring questions/objectives? 

 Can we reach consensus on which methods are best for which objectives? 

 

Summary of Discussion: 

There is probably not a one-size-fits-all methodology.  What’s more realistic to consider is a 

“toolbox” of methods that can be used, depending on the questions being asked.   

If we think about a matrix of questions and species (see table below), which tools might be best 

for answering the questions?  Group discussion filled in this table: 
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 Species Presence  Multi-Individual  Reproductive 

Population 

Lynx Winter Track Survey 

And/or 

Camera/bait station 

(could be without 

genetics for just 

species presence) 

Track survey with 

genetics  

And/or 

Camera alone-on 

occasion may capture 

multiple individuals 

together 

And/or 

Bait station with 

genetics 

Bait Station w/ 

genetics ** although 

female lynx may be 

less inclined to 

engage with a bait 

station 

And/or  

Track survey with 

genetics, with extra 

focus where multiple 

tracks are detected 

together 

Fisher  Winter Track Survey 

Camera/bait station  

(could be without 

genetics for just 

species presence) 

Track survey with 

genetics 

And/or 

Camera alone-on 

occasion may capture 

multiple individuals 

together 

Bait station with 

genetics 

Bait Station w/ 

genetics 

And/or  

Track survey with 

genetics 

 

Wolverine  Winter Track Survey 

Camera/ bait station 

(could be without 

genetics for just 

species presence) 

Track survey with 

genetics 

And/or 

Camera alone-on 

occasion may capture 

multiple individuals 

together or 

distinguishing marks 

to determine 

individuals 

Bait station with 

genetics 

Bait Station w/ 

genetics 

And/or  

Track survey with 

genetics 

And/or 

Camera alone-if set 

up to get ventral view 

can determine sex 

and lactation 

 

 

Summary of Discussion: 

 Detection and identification must be reliable, especially with rare species. Using multiple 

methods will likely increase your detection chances.  Misidentification can skew data. 

We are in low data situation already, advantages and disadvantages to each method. 
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 Are there times when a single species approach is more appropriate? Depends on your 

objective.  

 eDNA could be a possibility for snow track detections in the future, but the methods 

aren’t yet available  

 Track surveys: 

o when in area with species present, you build off of tracks, helps inform where bait 

stations go. Still helpful to see tracks.  

o lack of tracks does not mean absence – need systematic surveys. Design so have 

probability of detection so you can actually say something. Just willy nilly 

looking cannot tell us absence. 

 Bait stations: 

o lynx females don’t hit bait stations as often as males, need to add track survey for 

genetics to get females. Otherwise skewed sex ratio seen and not seeing 

reproduction 

o didn’t see gender bias for data/traps for fisher in CA. Maybe more age bias older 

animals who had seen it before less likely to go back and be detected?  

 There is a lot of technical expertise in this room, with expertise in statistical design and 

sampling framework, as well as with practical field application.  Having the statistical 

designers and field-going personnel working closely together to develop tools and best 

practices is important as we aim to develop a consistent “toolbox” to use across the 

Region or broad scales.   

 

12:45-2:15 How can we contribute to a bigger and more useful story: Can we combine 

data across efforts? (Facilitator: Rebecca Watters, Executive Director, Wolverine 

Foundation) 

 How do labs track data across projects?  

 Challenges to sharing of data? 

 What could we learn by pooling data across projects?  

 Current efforts to pool data at a larger scale for our key species 

Michael Schwartz (Director, National Genomics Center for Wildlife and Fish Conservation, 

Missoula). 

MAJOR POINTS: 

 National Genomics Center aim to try to enhance partnerships from project inception to 

results. Use right set of tools to answer questions. 

 They do connectivity/non-invasive sampling design, genomics and environmental DNA 

for shed or sloughed cells.  

 People have been able to detect cells off of snow tracks – but it’s not that practical. Can’t 

get individual level information, and takes multiple samples to get at species. This is an 

area of active exploration and there is interest in collaboration to develop better markers.  
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 MOU between FS and USFWS to share data, people, capacity, etc. precedence for 

collaboration  

 Core principles: defensible, reliable, and cost-effective research and monitoring.  

 Getting a sample list helps reduce error. The biggest source of error comes from 

transcribing information from data sheets onto the paper. The aim is to minimize the 

amount of transfer.  

 Having a complete sample list will help reduce errors across samples. Sample list 

includes: each sample with unique id, sample type, location, date collected, notes, and 

contact.  

 Having a chain of custody form makes it more defensible in the long run.  

 If you’re going to work with labs, make sure there is a point person that aggregates 

samples and sends them to lab in batches. Important to be mindful of when you’re 

shipping, communicate with the lab and ensure delivery. Don’t send samples on Friday 

evening, they may sit somewhere they shouldn’t for a few days. Worth a little extra 

money to use tracking while shipping and overnighting.  

 Various procedures are used to answer different questions.  

 Challenges with combining and sharing data across labs and projects – a thorny subject 

sometimes. Can be expensive to pull this together, especially in much larger projects. 

 Different types of data and different questions will require you to work together 

differently.  

 Sequence data, for example, is really easy to combine in analyses.  

 Sharing Microsatellites (individuals) can be challenging 

o Different marker panels used by different labs  

o Data can be different due to differences in equipment  

 Opportunities for pooling data  

o landscape scale gene flow - yes 

o populations sub structure- yes 

o effective population size - yes 

o as far as genetic mark recapture and relatedness, not a good opportunity to pool 

data  

 Data can be shared but it’s best to work out details, coordinate with partners, early.  

 Different methods and analyses lend themselves better to sharing.  

 

Leanne Harris (Project Manager, Wildlife Genetics International)  

MAJOR POINTS: 

 Database management – ideally it would be great to have one database for each species, 

but that is not the case.  

 A couple different approaches, project specific databases and regional databases.  
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 Considerations for data sharing – similar to what Mike Schwartz said. Need to consider: 

o number of markers in common 

o study objectives  

o data calibration between labs   

 Data calibration – Allele cells are somewhat arbitrary, which presents a challenge for 

sharing data between other labs.  

 Strive for constant calibration, but that may not work with rare alleles?  

 Parentage: harder to get on mustelids than bears. Loose power to find siblings, or other 

relatedness other than parent/offspring. 

 Examples of collaboration – “bycatch” –collecting data for wolverine in Idaho yielded a 

lot of data about marten.  

 Examples of collaboration – Southern Rockies Grizzly Bears.  

Group Discussion  

 If using different labs, nearby studies would not know that they are seeing the same 

individual.  Have to ask each study first to share data. Different sensitivities around 

sharing data. 

 There’s a desire to have more coordination across different labs. To work between 

Mike’s Lab and Leanne’s labs, they would need to have enough markers in common to 

actually make a comparison.  

 Want to make sure that data is being interpreted the same way. Communication around 

what qualifies as a successful sample is important. 

 Don’t compare success rates between labs. How we analyze things are different, we may 

toss out poor samples first, may just go right to individual first. So success rates don’t 

transfer lab to lab.  

 Start with sequencing to determine species, then use the appropriate tools as you get 

toward individuals.  

 Plans to pool data across projects between the two labs? They have, but it’s time 

consuming and expensive, especially if not planned on it.  

 When would data sharing be appropriate? Wolverine would be a good example, 

particularly because they don’t heed to international boundaries.  

 In the sage grouse example, it made sense to work between two labs. If you intend to 

collaborate on a project, then work together early. Make sure both labs are using the same 

tool box.  

 Is it worth partitioning out certain species to certain labs for consistency? Hard to say. 

Again, identifying what those questions are ahead of time is important to figure out how 

you’ll share data and arrive at the questions  

 If you could take all the data for our species you have and answer any questions what 

would it be? 

o Leanna – structure across the landscape 
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o Mike –  

 Wolverine connectivity, WA has diff haplotype than Rockies. Super 

diverse up north less so in lower 48. Trying to better understand gene flow 

across continent.  

 Lynx dynamics – in Minnesota peaks look just like in CAN but it drifts. 

Where in US are the pulses of connectivity? 

 Fisher landscape genetics, what features structure fisher genetics? Forest 

structure influence movements? Native haplotypes in CAN and northern 

MT, don’t know if native or not. 

 Marten hybridization is a rich area of study.  

 Mike/ Natalie Dawson: 2 martens: Martes americana in east and Martes caurina in west. 

Narrow hybrid zone in the Rockies/the Crown. Hybrid zone in SE AK island. Goes back 

a few hundred years. Are hybrids less fit? Describing by mtn range. 

 Differences between lowland and montane red fox?  Is this something to be worried 

about for potential future listing? Mike: red fox maybe more important. Marten have big 

enough pops. But fox has smaller pop sizes so could maybe be more important. 3 

different lineages of foxes. Introduced Eurasian red fox down low native red fox up high, 

can mix not restricted or 100%. 

Opportunities for making other types of data (images, GIS) available  

Update on Fisher database (Nathan Albrecht, Fish and Wildlife Biologist , Coeur D’Alene Tribe) 

MAJOR POINTS: 

 Compilation of mustelid surveys from multiple partners. Nathan compiles DNA based 

data. Only called a detection if DNA is collected. Does not include photos. Updated 

annually. 

 7,000 detections – look at map for visuals in Idaho and Montana.  

 Of the 5 mile grids established for suitable fisher habitat, about half of them have been 

surveyed.  

 Impressive dataset – good example of sharing data.  

 His maps are a good demonstration of what has been done, but does not show the whole 

comprehensive picture of what’s out there. Some agencies don’t want to share data, and 

some cells have not been surveyed. Can identify gaps in surveys. 

 Nathan’s maps do not include fur trapping records.  

 Folks can send information to Nate. Data can be sent in any format. Want coordinates of 

both where they were found and where you looked but did not find also. 

2:30-3:45 Where do we go from here? Identify action items and who will take lead 

(Facilitator: Mark Ruby, Wildlife Biologist, Flathead National Forest) 

 Products from discussions? 

 Geographic working groups? Western Carnivore Working Group? 
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 Outreach: Do we need to do a better job of telling a bigger story and who 

needs to hear it? 

 Funding: are there items that this group can help get funding for? What 

should those priorities be? 

 Future Crown-wide conference on setting priority management actions for 

meso-carnivores (Anne Carlson)  

 

Anne Carlson (Wilderness Society) 

 Think at multiple geospatial scales 

 For example, the Southwestern Crown>Crown of the Continent> Great Northern 

Landscape Conservation Cooperative (wolverine and lynx are species of concern)  

 Crown Adaptation Partnership (CAP) working at Crown-of-Continent scale  

 Shared concept of a transboundary lynx group from the Cascades landscape:    

o At GNLCC scale - connectivity, learn from Cascadia landscape   

o Crown- transboundary working group 

o Crown scale - collect science and develop connectivity across international 

boundary could be appropriate  

o How does fire/climate change connectivity under different climate change 

scenarios moving forward? Canada has different management priorities since 

these species probably will not be listed in Canada.   

o Again, happy to help with grants, organization of meetings, coordinating; and 

will be moving forward with agency, NGO, tribal, community, and university 

partners at the scale of the Crown of the Continent. 

 

What are the major revelations or take-homes? (Mark Ruby) 

 Why is this important? – now is the right time, given political status of the species, the 

amount of work that’s been done already. There is potential to develop consistent 

methodology. Need to continue meeting as a working group because of diverse skill sets. 

We still haven’t agreed to the whys and objectives. Need to do that before we talk about 

methodology. Use framework of SSAs to refine objectives.  

 This is a very valuable working group. These species always over-shadowed by grizzly 

bears, wolves, etc. But management agencies have needs for information on meso-

carnivores. Have ethical desire to make sure species are going to persist. If this group 

isn’t working on this question then who is? Have great preliminary info, needs 

institutional commitment to pull everything together to understand data and build partner 

network and figure out what the needs are. This group achieves figuring out the needs, 

funding is not going to grow. This is our institutional and ethical responsibility to pursue. 

 This group should be meeting every year. Having a group like this allows us to further 

articulate what our institutional needs are. 
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 The people in the room are the ones who will push the effort to happen. We will need to 

re-survey in future and that will take planning and commitment on sharing a protocol. 

Need collaboration to do this again. 

 Multiple tools being used. There is potential for a working group to develop a detailed 

field methodology for everyone to work from. As we refine need to tap into detailed field 

knowledge while working with statisticians to know what details are important or not.  

 Need working group to agree on both big picture questions as well as detailed methods.  

What are objectives driving this. Desire to maintain species and keep them from getting 

listed if we can be more proactive. We are in more agreement about methods than a few 

years ago and can get there.  

 Worried we have goals without first filling in info gaps. Need more context, there are 

holes in data maps, why are those there, is the map complete? Need to think large scale. 

Then develop some conservation strategies.  

 Need to think at multiple scales and determine where surveys are important. Jessie’s 

(RMRS) document will be a good place to start further discussions. Then engage partners 

on how do we take this to the ground, then everyone could help with a regional effort.  

 Time frame: Hoping the above could be done before next winter field season. Document 

should be done very soon and distributed internally with USFS soon, then externally.  

 Maybe in fall convene and start mapping out questions. If document is available, folks 

are willing to review it over the summer and fall. 

 Each person will need to determine how much time they can spend on this.  

 We should research potential funding so we can do the work next winter.  

 Funding from USFS has been set aside for Jessie. Currently, have implementation 

funding from RIM money, but cannot rely on that every year, we need matching dollars. 

Will continue to push for money at RIM meetings, we can match some of that but hope 

for some match from other groups.  

 It will be easier to seek funding as we hone in on concrete strategy, with goals and 

objectives, then other groups can fit in as possible. Different regions will have different 

questions. Don’t need full picture all at once can take our snapshots and move forward. 

 We have concrete steps, figure out tools, map questions, do work next winter, get back 

together after next winter then think about more nuanced questions (connectivity). 

Summary of this would be a document to go to bosses for further support. Workshop of 

lessons from field work to help teach others or have different lessons, standardized.  

 USFWS is important part of all this. Monitoring will be important part of lynx recovery 

plan. It would be good to make it a part of fisher and gulo work before listing, like they 

did with sage grouse. USFWS supportive of working with these species so they do not 

have to be listed. (Megan and Kat will follow up) 

 Based on what RMRS comes up with we should have an open mind of how we can adopt 

a consistent method regionally. However, the document may not be solution for all 
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agencies. We need to figure out overlap to be more efficient. We want to gain synergy 

and context. Even if your work is not identified as critical need, you can still continue it.  

 Need members from states, NGOs, USFWS, USFS represented on next planning 

committee.  

 Hold a field techniques one-day working group to develop a manual. Can draft prior to 

meeting. (Mark will follow-up) 

THANK YOU TO ALL THE SPEAKERS, PLANNING COMMITTEE MEMBERS, AND 

NATIONAL FOREST FOUNDATION STAFF FOR COORDINATING AND PLANNING!! 
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